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Abstract

The demand for cloud services offering virtualization increases with a
continual interest for different types of applications. Regardless of the
resource demand of the application, some supplier is billing by the time
of usage, making it an unfair pricing for the clients.

In this thesis, the virtualization characterization and properties make
room for another form of payment qualities. Since power consumption
is comprehensible and an understandable measurement for both parties
it is investigated if there are any useful ways of measuring energy con-
sumption of an application.

The thesis creates a proof of concept of predicting energy consump-
tion from CPU usage from a containerized application. With an empir-
ical simulation and the use of linear regression, the results are feasible
of estimating the energy consumption from the simulation data with a
0.813 Watt deviation. Even though the proof of concept is a harsh sim-
plification of the dilemma for predicting energy consumption from an
application, the thesis embraces the issue of energy consumption within
data centers.
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1 Introduction

Cloud services have become one of the fastest growing on the service market yet the cloud
service of renting infrastructure for customers to run an application without their own data
center is not without complications. The customers and providers share a common goal;
the best performance for the lowest financial cost. From the perspective of the provider,
the integral profit comes from balancing the computers in the cluster to minimize the idle
performance while from the customers perspective it is interpreted as buying the necessary
performance needed for their application for the lowest cost. In other words, the customers
only want to pay for what they use, and providers want to rent out the cluster as effective as
possible. This unfolds to one possible outcome customers sharing computers in the cloud
in an effective manner.

Subsequently, it is essential for both parts to be able to monitor telemetry metrics as the
definition for best performance does not translate the same for both parties. Providers need
to be able to efficient manage the cluster, and the customers must be able to inspect their
applications performance. Otherwise, the adjustment essential to make their own strategic
and financial adjustments will be unredeemed for their applications.

Additionally, another obstacle occurs in the suggestion of sharing computers. The cus-
tomers do not want other customers to have access to their application, but on the other
hand, the provider wants to maintain the profit of having customers to share as much of the
accessible assets as possible. This introduces the need of being able to isolate customers
from each other for integrity and security aspect when for instance sharing the same physi-
cal computer.

Virtualization, fortunate resolve the solution of isolation within a computer. It makes it
possible to receive the telemetry, security, integrity and isolation needed as previously men-
tioned while sharing a computer. The norm is currently being carried out using Virtual
Machines, creating an operating system within the operating system running on the com-
puter. Another method of virtualization is by containerization. In recent years the latter
approach has gain popularity without limitations and have several advantages over Virtual
Machines. Although the usage of the containerization is new, the theory is not. The two
kind of virtualization is explained further in Section 2.3.

The common way for cloud providers is to set pricing is in allocating pure hardware. Mak-
ing it near impossible to close the disparity between economic beneficial for both parties,
customers want the possibility to extend and shrink the usage of performance and only pay
for used performance. Meanwhile, the providers want to be able to use the cluster as bene-
ficial in both performance and financially beneficial.

The general cost for cloud providers is the essential for any data center the hardware, loca-
tion, and internet access. These are substantially basic and predictable costs, on the other
hand, the price of energy is furthermore uncertain. The energy is in direct affiliated to the
number of computers, or nodes, running within the data center. To regulate it is not an
unfamiliar thought to turn off the nodes that are idle; this would on the other hand omitting
the problem of acquiring upscale hardware that is unused.
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In the ideal world, the customers would not pay for anything not used and cloud providers
would use the full extent of their cluster. Hence for a non-profit cloud provider, the pricing
would be calculated to cover the anticipated cost with the addition of energy consumption
from each customer.

To estimate energy consumption of an application (used in a node shared with other ap-
plications in a virtualized environment) the possibility to predict energy consumption by
exclusively looking at the metrics provided the virtualization software for the application is
needed. As described in Section 1.1, this thesis will look at the mentioned predicament.

1.1 Problem statement

This thesis will make a proof of concept by only using telemetry metrics from a containeriz-
ing software platform to estimate energy consumption of an application. From the gathered
data make a linear regression analysis to estimate the energy consumption of total cpu us-
age of the application. The result from the proof of concept is then used to discuss the
possibility of pricing based on energy consumption.

2 Background

The idea behind distributed systems is simple, the creation of a computer with the perfor-
mance condition to take care of a large commission without struggle is not a budget wise
effort. Thus dividing the computing between a larger set of modest computers is more eco-
nomical. Other aspects also play an integral role in the demand for distribution including
network communication is often limited to the local ISP. By distribution can performance
be increased for excessive network applications (e.g., World Wide Web). Distribution does
not come without complications; it produces other problems within software engineering
including the need for transparency and scalability when creating an application.

In this section will introduce current state of the cloud services, explain virtualization, and
distribution with a real example. The section will also include current research of energy
consumption from the point of view of the whole data centre down to the energy consump-
tion of an application.

2.1 Clouds and Clusters

Cloud services such as computing and cloud storage is a growing industry, an estimated size
of the clouds in 2012 exceeds more than 1 exabyte [17], the cloud-size keeps increasing. The
advantages of clouds are the possibility of not having a physical computer, the maintenance
of updating or the need of upgrading both the underlying software and hardware is removed
from the user.
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2.2 Wikimedia, a distributed example

The Wikimedia Foundation mostly recognized for the website Wikipedia. The website is
recorded as one of the top viewed website[1] on the Internet. Wikimedia monthly count
15 b w.p req. [36][33], the subset of the English Wikipedia website is responsible for half
of the request [34] has on average 5 443 961 web requests per hour (average 1512,2 per
second) with a mean response of 0.958 seconds[2].

The incoming traffic is not intelligibly done by one single server nor is it convenient for
network traffic to be to the same geographical location when the users are worldwide, dis-
tribution is key for survival in such cases. Not only is the distribution needed in different
geographical places but also within the same server and cluster. A typical setup for a high
traffic web application is a load balancer[20], HTTP caching servers [22], web application
servers (e.g. Apache/Nginx) and database, a simple case of local distribution is presented
in Figure 1. This is a minimum set up for a high traffic website. Wikimedia consist of over
350 servers to manage the incoming load of requests whereas Figure 1 is only mentioning
some parts, wikimedia also include servers for caching, log collectors and so on. [35]

Figure 1: Simple prototype of a small distribution of a web application.

2.3 Virtualization

At the current time, the general practice of virtualization in the cloud is achievable by giving
clients their separate virtual machine. A virtual machine makes it possible to run another
operating system on the operating system, this is beneficial when isolation is needed and
other beneficial attributes are included such as recovery and backup are straightforward
since the virtual machine can save the state of the machine within a snapshot. This is bene-
ficial since it provides the possibility of moving the virtual machine to a new node within a
cluster. This gives both the security and integrity desired for the client. However, a virtual
machine costs a lot of overhead both in disk space and memory.

Another kind of virtualization is containers, also mentioned as containerization, makes it
possible to run software without the dependencies of hardware. The theory behind con-
tainerization is old but have recently become popular but is due to later innovations and
development made it essentially possible. This makes it possible to run applications on
different operating systems and disregard the operating system dependencies. Using con-
tainers have the same advantages mentioned for virtual machines, isolation, and integrity
from the server. Another advantage is the scalability of containers, a containerized appli-
cation can easily be replicated or distributed autonomous instantaneous. Would one node
of the cluster become unavailable the containers can easily and fast be moved to another
node.[31, 11]

There exists different container software platforms (engines), Linux Containers[7], Docker[13]
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and Kubernetes[4]. They make it possible for the user to initialize their application in a con-
tainer. All available to a large degree open platforms and can be used without charge.

Figure 2: Comparison between a containerization and hypervisor of a virtual machine,
showing the overhead created by virtual machines.

Whilst using virtual machines still is the traditional way of virtualization, running applica-
tions in virtual machines do make the application OS dependent of the virtual OS. Container,
on the other hand, removes the dependency obstacle likewise as seen in Figure 2 a container
software platform (container engine) removes the overhead generated from the virtual ma-
chine for each client. This makes cloud containerization is not as storage demanding as
virtual machines. [28, 15]

2.4 Cloud services, virtualization, and energy consumption

The cloud is divided into three kinds of services.

• Software as a Service (SaaS)

• Platform as a Service (PaaS)

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

SaaS is the commonly known part of the cloud, where a thin-client model is used, e.g.
Google Apps, Facebook, Twitter, Dropbox is within the definition of SaaS. PaaS is a lower
level of computing, providing abstractions from the servers and deliver an environment
often used for development. PaaS providers include for example Google App Engine, Red
Hat’s OpenShift. IaaS is the building blocks for cloud services. The IaaS providers make it
possible for other to deploy their applications to run on the cloud. The latter often offers the
services using virtualization software to provide the security and integrity measures needed.
[6]

IaaS is estimated to have grown the most in proportion to the global public cloud consump-
tion from 31.9% to 38.4% between 2015 and 2016 [9]. This increasing interest makes the
demands troublesome, neglecting the fundamental conventional expenditure including such
as physical, infrastructure and maintenance. The cost can be summed up towards energy
consumption.
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The combination of IaaS and virtualization make scaling possible. The elasticity is men-
tioned as horizontal or vertical. The horizontal elasticity is balanced by increasing and
decreasing the number of virtualizations in an instance versus the vertical elasticity where
the number of resources allocated to the virtualization is modified. [25, p. 1]

Current cloud services for IaaS take pricing in metrics such as time or number of con-
tainers1 [26][5], this can in some cases seem arbitrary since the actual cost for the provider
translates in the mentioned fundamental cost and energy consumption. This is controversial
since the client with a simple application with no, or small demand of computation will
have the same pricing basis as an application making heavy computing.

3 Related work

To look at how clouds and energy consumption is managed, this section will review the re-
cent advancement within the area of energy versus quality of service (QoS) and performance
from the point of view of whole data centre down to visualization and applications.

3.1 Cluster resource management related to energy consumption

[14, p.1-3] mentions the complexity of energy consumption in a data center. The author
points out several different courses of actions to improve power efficiency. It is mentioned
that servers achieve the best power efficiency when the level of utilization is high and that
CPUs are not linear in power consumption. Creating the peak efficiency for CPUs binary
since they are only efficient on high utilization or when powered off.

The author continues to demonstrate three power efficient way to operate the data center
servers. The server consolidation approach where the number of applications matches the
servers used to run at a high utilization level. Server throttling using by example DVFS2 or
CPU pinning. This is however mentioned as a complex and not optimal approach. The last
approach is the power budgeting where the premises is to control the power usage for the
data center to minimize the expenditures of capital and operational throughout the lifetime
of the data center. [14, p.11-14]

In [30, p.205-214] the authors consider the relationship of performance, power and different
configurations in cloud computing in regard of horizontal and vertical elasticity, the num-
ber of cores and CPU frequency. In their experiment consist of a video-encoding scenario.
They conclude it is feasible with a presented feedback controller to determine an optimal
configuration towards minimize energy consumption and meet the performance goal with a
34% energy saving in comparison to constituent approaches mentioned.

1A free limited usage in time, computing or storage space is often included
2Dynamic voltage frequency scaling
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3.2 Containers versus VMs, energy, and performance

[19] makes evaluations by benchmark tools Bonnie++, psutil and performancetool to test
the performance of Docker and the authors claim Docker can be compared to running on an
OS without virtualization.

In [24] extensive empirical experiment was made executing the different applications Word-
press, Redis, and PostgreSQL. To collect energy usage was RAPL and WATTS UP? PRO
used, the WATTS UP? PRO collects metrics between the power supply and the physical
computer. They conclude that the difference between executing the applications proved that
Docker consumes more power than only driving the application directly on the computer.
They measured that dockerd3 consume 2 Watt when dockerd idle.

In [18] an empirical comparison between virtual machines (KVM[3] and Xen[10]) and con-
tainers (LXC[7], Docker[13]) using an external power measurement device (Raritan 22).
They conclude that both hypervisors and containers create an overhead in energy consump-
tion, it is also pointed out that the hypervisors consume in most cases more power in their
network performance. This is also shown in [23] where it is mentioned that a Virtual Ma-
chine can use up to 40% more energy for network communication and take up to 5 times
the number of cycles to deliver a packet compared to bare-metal. Whilst the container
virtualization compared was close to identical of the bare-metal.

3.3 Pricing the Cloud

[32] make a comparison between cloud providers (Amazon Web Services, Google App
Engine, and Windows Azure) and pricing to understand the implications of the paradigm
of distributed systems and economics. The authors provide tests with different benchmarks
towards choosing the best cloud provider in regard to the different usage of computing in
their experiment. The benchmark difference represents applications with a different main
object, the benchmark differed between I/O, high-performance computing, large-scale data
processing and storage archival. Their conclusion is not inconclusive, but while running
the experiment some bugs occurred, resulting in some test taking more time than initially
prepared. This points out troublesome facts concerning the relation between the underlying
infrastructure when pricing in time.

[32] mentions that if both the providers and users will look at the pricing to optimize the
financial value for the service, this is a direct indication that pricing has a large value towards
creating an energy efficient system.

4 Method

To calculate the energy consumption for a containerized application by only using metrics
from the container engine a test bench needs to be constructed. To produce a feasible test
bench require a numerous of empirical experiments must be performed and analyzed. In
Section 4.1 a general approach is defined and in Section 4.2 is a subset of the general ap-
proach to creating a proof of concept. The results of 4.2 will be in Section 5.

3The Docker daemon
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4.1 General method approach

An external power measurement tool should be included to be able to determine the com-
puter overall energy consumption. The number and brand of sensors included to the test
bench are limited to the container engines metric output. It is not probable to collect met-
rics that can not be used in calculations. An internal power measurement sensor is needed to
collect CPU and memory power measurement and other hardware devices, the work being
executed by the respective device will be mentioned as variables below.

Initially, the experiment should measure the computer without the container software plat-
form should be collected. The experiment should also include a measurement with the
container software platform. Also, a measurement the test bench application running. This
will give the minimum energy consumption used by the computer when executing the test
bench. These three values will give a possibility to calculate the difference between running
only the operating system, running the operating system and container software platform
and finally the operating system with the test bench containerized.

The next step should include the use of single variables, in an instance without perform-
ing work on other variables from the tool point of view. The variable should increase its
value with a reliable increment of the variables workload that will exist in and including
idle and full performance. Each test must be repeated numerous times for validation.

At this state, it should be possible to make a regression analysis to create a function to
provide energy consumption in regard to the device performance. A standard aberration
should also be attainable.

The following benchmark tests should increment the number of variables tested together
and make every permutation of the experiment. This should be iterated until all variables
are tested to create a complete graph of all the experiment. From each iteration, a multivari-
able regression analysis is calculated.

4.2 Proof of concept

The following section will describe the proof of concept and the underlying parts are set up.
This report will measure the metrics, given by the container software platform, in this case,
Docker to be able to calculate a regression analysis. It will only look at the benchmark of
how CPU utilization is measured against energy consumption.

Simulation setup

The simulation tool (furthermore also test bench) was run within a containerization on a
virtual machine on a computer as seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The simulation setup consists of a computer with a containerized Simulator and
a program created to overview the handling of simulation called SimulationSupervisor.

Computer

The operating system of the computers consist of Linux Debian 3.16.43-2 x86 64 with an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor 4 cores and 8 threads with 32GB
RAM,

Virtual machine

The virtual machine operates with the hypervisor VirtualBox [21] and emulates Linux 4.8.0-
52-generic x86 64 with one core and 8GB RAM.

Container environment

The container engine consists of Docker 17.03.1-ce with default settings except activation
of the REST-API[12].

Collection tools

For the collection of metrics the open source framework Snap telemetry or snaptel for short.
The framework is divided into three parts, collect, process and publish. Each part has a
plugin to collect, process or publish to or from a different software metric. The collection
part gathers metrics from different software. The process part takes all the collected data
and transforms or modify the data so it can give to any given publish tool. The publish tool
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take the processed data and report to the defined tool. The framework can be set on how
often to iterate this process, known as a task. [29]

In this instance, the task was set up with the collection plugin docker v.7[16]. The Docker
plugin collects the information that can be gathered from Docker engines API. The process
part is done by default setting, consisting of the collected data to be formatted as JSON
fields. The publish tool used the plugin tool file v.2[27]. The file collection tool saves the
gathered data and saves it to a file on a storage device. The task was set to save with a
second interval. The task is created and stopped via the Snaptel REST-API. The framework
version used was 1.2.0.

For the collection of energy consumption, the tool Intel® Running Average Power Limit,
RAPL for short, was used. RAPL is not an analog power meter but uses software model, as
seen in Section 2 the tool has been proven to give realistic values.

Figure 4: The layout for monitoring controls available. The green, blue and purple is
metric used. For some client/server also include metrics only for graphics is also available.
Figure inspired from [8].

As seen in Figure 4 the RAPL can get power metrics for several parts, including Mem-
ory(green), cores(purple) and package(blue). The metrics is collected from /sys/class/powercap/intel-
rapl:TYPE/energy uj. TYPE in the path is for each part of the RAPL collection mentioned.
The collected output from each part is in micro-joule. These values were saved to a file with
the interval of one second under the collection period of the simulation using a bash-script.
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Simulator

The simulator is a Java 8 application following the algorithm in Algorithm 1. The lower
the first argument is provided, the more times the operation will be done, when argument
provided is 0 it will make the calculation-iteration without any idling.

Algorithm 1 Simulator algorithm

1: procedure SIMULATOR(String[] arguments)
2: sleepTime← 1000*60*100
3: calucations← arguments[0]
4: if arguments.length < 2 then
5: Sleep(sleepTime)
6: sleepTime← arguments[0]
7: while true do
8: calc← 0
9: while calc < calculations do

10: calc← calc+1
11: Sleep(sleepTime)

As seen in Algorithm 1 the simulation will go on forever if two arguments are given to the
Simulator. If two arguments are given, then the first argument will set the sleep time in
milliseconds between each iteration. The second argument will set how many calculations
will be executed between each sleep-iteration. If less than two is delivered to the Simulator,
then it will sleep for 100 minutes before terminating. The variables sleepTime and calc are
of data type long.

SimulationSupervisor

The SimulatorSupervisor is forthright understood by study the flow of the following pseudo-
algorithm:

1. Read and parse configFile given by program argument.

2. Check if API for Snaptel and Docker is active.

3. Start Simulation via Docker API with given argument in configFile.

4. Start collection from Snaptel and RAPL.

5. Wait for 2 minutes and 20 seconds

6. Stop Snaptel and RAPL collections.

7. Stop the Simulation

8. Parse the files of collected metrics.

9. Make MATLAB calculation to get relevant data from the metrics.
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To data not taking in metric data affected by the collection tool, the parsing will remove ten
seconds from the beginning and end of each simulation, resulting in two minutes total run
time.

Experiments and results

Each experiment will be done on three different physical computers but with identical hard-
ware and software settings described in Section 4.2. The ingoing variables for the Simu-
lator as described in Section 4.2 can be seen in Table 1. As seen the first row will make
the simulator sleep throughout the whole simulation, keep in mind that the collection used
in Section 5 will be started after ten seconds after the simulator started disregarding the
iteration-calculation done for the first column.

Table 1 Each row is a single test that will be run three times.

Sleep-time(ms)) Calucaltions
0 1 000 000 000

100 1 000 000 000
200 1 000 000 000
300 1 000 000 000
400 1 000 000 000
500 1 000 000 000
600 1 000 000 000
700 1 000 000 000
800 1 000 000 000
900 1 000 000 000

1 000 1 000 000 000
6 000 000 1 000 000 000

From the data collected a linear regression will be used to calculate energy consumption in
regard of CPU usage for the simulation result. The CPU usage collected from Docker and
pkg0+dram collected from RAPL. To get the equation

ŷ = a+bx (1)

where ŷ is the predicted value of y from a, b and any given value x. a is the estimated
intercept and b is the estimated slope.

b =
∑(xi− x̄)− (yi− ȳ)

∑(xi− x̄)2 (2)

a = ȳ−bx̄ (3)

The Pearson correlation coefficient, a measure of of the related correlation between the
sets in the linear equation , as seen in equation will be calculated for each set.

PCC =
Σi(xi− x̄)(yi− ȳ)√

Σi(xi− x̄)2Σi(yi− ȳ)2
(4)
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5 Result

This section presents data from the proof of concept benchmark from Section 4.2. The raw
data is shown in Tables of Appendix A and B. The pictures in this section is displayed
in Appendix C as full page width size. Each data point in this section is related to one
simulation run and one specific computer. In the figures, it is unrelated which simulation run
is related to a point since the main objective is to match CPU usage and energy consumption.

(a) Simulation results of computer B. (b) Simulation results of computer C.

(c)

Figure 5: The usage of energy and memory is measured against cpu usage for each com-
puter. Note the values of memory is not relative in proportion within the subfigures, this is
to not affect the graphs.

The subfigure of Figure 6 is essentially the same data since the collection of data was ex-
tracted for 120 seconds the joule and watt should correlate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The sum of the RAPL collection from pk0 and dram in relation to CPU usage.

Linear regression is calculated on the data from Figure 6 as shown below in Table 2 and 3.
Calculation for all the data combined is also presented.

Table 2 Linear regression results, from the data CPU usage from Docker and pkg0+dram
in Joule from RAPL, of each of the computer. The row ’All’ combine all the data from all
computers.

Computer Slope Intercept PCC
B 1.713582E-08 1201.385 0.9967
C 1.702123E-08 1129.752 0.9969
Q 1.713063E-08 1161.934 0.9957
All 1.708180E-08 1164.981 0.9925
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Table 3 Linear regression results, from the data CPU usage from Docker and pkg0+dram
calculated as Watt from RAPL, of each of the computer. The row ’All’ combine all the data
from all computers.

Computer Slope Intercept PCC
B 1.427985E-10 10.0115 0.9968
C 1.418435E-10 9.4146 0.9969
Q 1.427553E-10 9.6828 0.9957
All 1.423483E-10 9.7082 0.9925

6 Discussion

The section is divided between the discussion and conclusion of the result from the proof
of concept. The related work and a follow-up discussion of predicting energy consumption
as a method of pricing.

6.1 Proof of concept

The results do not have a baseline for what the computers used was running without the
simulation started. Energy consumption estimation for the collection tool was more time
consuming than the scope of the proof, this is regarding the snaptel tool consuming more
energy when the simulation was running since more data was being collected, even if this
wouldn’t have affected the results in any regards since it was negligible.

The biggest reason for uncertainty consist of the simulation were not in a controlled en-
vironment since the computers used was in an open laboratory environment. Due to the
restraints in the laboratory environment, the containerized environment had to be in a vir-
tual machine environment. With the things mentioned the results should be received as an
indication of the relation of CPU usage and energy consumption. It should also be noted
that each test was only run once per computer, this should constraint the unequivocally of
the results.

Some unrepresented and unscientific calculation was made on the computers for the watt
usage of the computer when simulation and collection not activated and ended on 8.7-9.0
Watt. When using all cores for 100% in 1 minute, the consumption was around 93 Watt
with the deviation of 2 Watt, the TDP4 for the CPU is 84 Watt for the processor, making the
numbers conceivable. Since the Virtual Machine was only using one core, it is probable that
the usage of the simulation when using the full potential of the CPU resolved on 26-27 Watt.

The memory usage presented in the result is however unexplained and presumed to be
used by the JVM or Docker, the usage is however really small and didn’t seem to affect the
energy consumption and was therefore disregarded.

The proof of concept outcome gives a feasible indication of predicting the energy con-
sumption of the simulation data. When using the linear regression equation on the data

4Thermal Design Power
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the biggest difference was on Computer C with 0.505 Watt deviation, while using the All-
equation the biggest deviation was 0.813 Watt. However, predicting the data included in
the simulation set is improper but will suffice in a proof of concept. The PCC (Pearson
correlation coefficient) confirms the indication of feasibility with a deviation of less than
0.01 from 1.

6.2 Related work

Several of the articles from Section 3 done with high scientific quality. It varies between
what have been opinionated as remarkable with the results even with similar results. There
are no clear contradictions though but rather a consensus of the effect of containerization in
comparison towards bare-metal and virtual machines regarding energy consumption. The
articles introduced in Section 3 is of immense width within the area and relation of energy
consumption and area of distribution.

The technology advancement, essentially in containerization and IaaS, provide several ben-
efits since the several benefits on hypervisor/virtual machines. Nevertheless, the security
discussion on containerization is not without weight. The author believes containerization
will have many things to offer the cloud service market, but it will not be relevant until the
cloud providers can offer the containerization environment without the need of wrapping it
within a virtual machine. This is from the aspect of energy consumption and pricing.

6.3 Predicting energy consumption, pricing, and future work

It is not unreasonable to take the question at hand with a method of machine learning to
produce an artificial function for prediction of energy consumption based on metrics given
by the container software environment. Again, in regard to the proof of concept is working
towards CPU usage, the tests must proceed towards other devices and notably memory and
traffic.

In the future work, in reference of the proof of concept, the perception of an application is
more advanced than the used test bench. Taking in account of memory usage and different
devices such as traffic or hard-disk. The results and conclusion must be desquamated in
relating to any typical application or other benchmarks. The need of a more extensive test
bench and make iterations of the experiments need to be done to take the results in consid-
eration.

Whilst the question at hand there ain’t no such thing as a free lunch, it does purpose an
interesting suggestion for pricing of cloud services. As mentioned in [32] the common
complaints are the unfairness in pricing. Like all kinds of service markets, the one offering
the lowest price for the same quality is commonly the one getting the customers. The mar-
ket of IaaS within containerization is potentially still youthful and new providers introduced
to the market it is bound to narrow the pricing down. The effective cost of a data center is
mainly focused on energy consumption and the interrelation of billing, fair pricing, and cli-
mate. The interest of making a direct association between energy consumption and pricing
should be entitled for cloud services within the IaaS.
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Appendix A Parsed raw data

The table will begin on the next page due to the size of the table.
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Appendix B CPU usage, Joule, and Watt

Table 5 Data from Table 4, changed to joule and calculated Watt
Computer Arg0 CPU Usage Joule Pkg0 Watt(Joule pkg0/120)
B 0 88076070 1148.634827 9.571957
B 100 24723518075 1672.664856 13.938874
B 200 26854155090 1679.316650 13.994305
B 300 29459743794 1699.730774 14.164423
B 400 32430259974 1771.472291 14.762269
B 500 35949918550 1827.521362 15.229345
B 600 40549209417 1918.262208 15.985518
B 700 46718710517 1995.584106 16.629868
B 800 54346348711 2117.332153 17.644435
B 900 66151423679 2338.919190 19.490993
B 1000 83519365962 2583.426453 21.528554
B 6000000 114079504504 3171.910706 26.432589
C 0 84264168 1191.735351 9.931128
C 100 24500264979 1520.875916 12.673966
C 200 26579236717 1546.076355 12.883970
C 300 29299228300 1646.430236 13.720252
C 400 31941223592 1659.277405 13.827312
C 500 35786732969 1705.945800 14.216215
C 600 40365124755 1806.908020 15.057567
C 700 53427513224 2072.503541 17.270863
C 800 54576617476 2036.644225 16.972035
C 900 71927711419 2364.446106 19.703718
C 1000 83349142518 2560.648560 21.338738
C 6000000 113880243086 3074.732971 25.622775
Q 0 83704409 1154.250489 9.618754
Q 100 24153987890 1633.167970 13.609733
Q 200 26475870983 1613.904358 13.449203
Q 300 28601137465 1628.880554 13.574005
Q 400 31748927037 1655.619447 13.796829
Q 500 35070406527 1777.360169 14.811335
Q 600 39836464990 1870.064636 15.583872
Q 700 45813225263 1924.603332 16.038361
Q 800 53610274714 2065.950561 17.216255
Q 900 65213302536 2334.217835 19.451815
Q 1000 83412565128 2549.380920 21.244841
Q 6000000 114004174883 3123.804993 26.031708
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Appendix C Result figures, full page width size

Figure 7: Graph of results computer B, CPU usage as x-axis
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Figure 8: Graph of results computer C, CPU usage as x-axis

Figure 9: Graph of results computer Q, CPU usage as x-axis
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Figure 10: Graph of results of pkg0+dram in watt, CPU usage as x-axis

Figure 11: Graph of results of pkg0+dram in Joule, CPU usage as x-axis


